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WE HAVE DEVELOPEDa design

method for asynchronous VU1
circuits that is, to a large extent,
technology independent.’ Thus, it
makes porting a design from one
technology to another straightforward. Also, since the circuits
designed by this method are quasidelay-insensitive,they are more ro- I
bust with respect to variations in
physical parameters. Hence, the
method facilitates designing in a
demanding technology such as
GaAs (gallium arsenide), in which
fabrication process parameters,
particularly threshold voltages, are
difficult to control. Finally, since
asynchronous circuits do not use a
clock,we avoid the complexitiesof
high-speed clocking schemes.
Adapting our method to GaAs d e
sign is an excellent demonstration
of the method’s advantages. Thus,
we decided to port the asynchronous microprocessor we designed
in CMOS in 1989to GaAs.2We would
demonstrate the method’sportability across vastly different technologies,as
well as its efficiency and robustness.
With an electron mobility about six
times that of silicon at room temperature,
and with a lower parasitic capacitance
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due to semi-insulatingsubstrate,GaAs is
potentially faster than silicon. Until r e
cently,however, GaAs was not available
to the VLSI community at large because
of inherent fabrication difficulties.These
0740-7475/94/$04.00
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difficulties have largely been overcome. Several foundries now offer
GaAs fabrication lines under conditionssimilarto CMOS fabrication,
with chip size limited to about
100,000 transistors. In particular,
Vitesse Semiconductors offers fabrication through MOSIS (Metal
Oxide Semiconductor Implementation System) to the United States
academic community.
Currently, the transistor of choice
for GaAs digital VLSI circuits is the
MESFET (metal semiconductorfieldeffect transistor). With no oxide to
insulatea MESFETgate from source
and drain, the logic families available in GaAs are much less attractive
than in CMOS or even NMOS. DCFL
(direct coupled fieldeffect transistor logic) has been adapted to GaAs,
but it has greatly reduced noise
margins and restricted fan-in and
fan-out. With no complementary
transistor available, the logic is ratioed. As a result, GaAs loses a considerable fraction of its speed
advantage due to the complexity of the
available logic families.To bypass these
limitations,we designed several new circuits and adapted a number of old circuits for use in the microprocessor.
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Figure 1. CHP description of the microprocessor.

The microprocessor
The microprocessor, a 16-bit,pipelined RISC (reduced instruction-set
computer), is a modified version of the
1989CMOS design. Instructions issue in
order but may complete out of order.
The microprocessor has 16 generalpurpose registers with four buses-two
for read and two for write. Registers
have individual locks to solve read-afterwrite and write-after-writeconflicts.
In addition to the ALU, the program
counter (PC) unit contains one adder
for relative branching and incrementing the PC register. For simplicity, we
omitted the CMOS microprocessor’s
memory address adder, thus reducing
the number of required buses from five
to four and making the data path smaller. Other modifications include a revised pipelining of the ALU unit and a
revised sequencing circuit to equalize
delays in all pipeline stages.
We initially specify the microprocessor as a set of concurrent processes. We
later transform the text of these process44

es, shown in Figure 1, into a signal transition language, or handshaking expansion, and then we compile it into
production rules (the gate netlist) for
the circuit.
The high-level specification of Figure
1 shows in detail how the different units
interact. (The language used, Communicating Hardware Processes, or
CHP, is similar to Hoare’s Communicating Sequential Processes,or CSP.3,4)
Process FETCH fetches instructions
from the instruction memory and transmits them to process EXEC, which decodes them. Process PCADD updates
the address of the next instruction concurrently with the instruction fetch and
controls the offset register. The execution of an ALU instruction by process
ALU can overlap the execution of a
memory instruction by process MU.
EXEC executes the jump and branch instructions.The ALU executes stpc as the
instruction “addthe contents of register
pc to register y and store it in register z.”
The process array REG [ k] implements

the register file, each register having a
lock. PCADD contains its own adder.
Processes IMEM and DMEM describe
the instruction memory and the data
memory, respectively.
These concurrent processes synchronize by means of communication
commands on channels. A restricted
form of shared variables is allowed.
Figure 2 shows the structure of processes and channels.

GaAs and the MESFET
The MESFET is the best-suited transistor for GaAs VLSI applications.It is the
easiest to manufacture, provides the
highest density (about 100,000transistors on a chip), and, for clock frequencies of more than 200 MHz, has a better
power-delay product than CMOS. Compared with ECL (emittercoupled logic),
GaAs is slightly faster, uses far less power, and has higher circuit density, for a
similar cost. An important application
of GaAs is to replace ECL parts, such as
fast RAMS, and other U1 circuits.
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Figure 2. Process and channel structure.

MESFETs are junction FETs. The metal gate forms a Schottky junction with
the transistor channel. With no insulation between gate and channel, the
Schottky junction creates a diode from
gate to source and from gate to drain.
This diode imposes severe limitations
on the type of gates that digital circuits
can employ. At around 0.6Vvoltage differential between gate and drain (or
gate and source), the gate-to-drain (or
gatetosource) diode starts conducting
a significant amount of current. In a configuration like a DCFL inverter, if the input voltage goes higher than 0.7V, the
gateto-drainvoltage (that is, the gateto
output voltage) becomes larger than
0.6V. Then current can flow from the input to the output, causing the characteristic DCFL transfer curve shown in
Figure 3. Observe that the output voltage starts to increase once the input voltage goes beyond 0.6V.
Hole mobility is low in GaAs (10
times less than electron mobility5),making p-type FETs too slow relative to ntype. Therefore, complementary logic
is not practical. As in NMOS, n-type transistors come in two flavors: enhancement mode and depletion mode.
E-mode transistors have a positive
threshold voltage. D-mode transistors
have a negative threshold voltage;that
is, they require a negative gatetosource
SUMMER 1994

voltage to be cut off.
Direct coupled FET logic. DCFL,
the most widely used logic family in
GaAs VLSI, is analogous to its NMOS
counterpart. It issimple,uses little power, and has the highest density of all.
Figure 4a shows a DCFL NOR gate.
Signals have a restricted voltage
swing because of the input-to-ground
diode at the input of DCFL gates. Logiclow is about O.lV, while logic-high is
about 0.6V; this drastically reduces the
noise margins of DCFL gates. In DCFL
NAND gates, noise margins become
critical. The gate-to-sourcevoltage in
the top transistor of the pull-down chain
is even closer to the transistor's threshold voltage, making the noise margin so

a

small that many designers avoid using
NAND gates altogether.
As in NMOS, signals often must be
buffered. A superbuffer configuration,
shown in Figures 4b and 4c, increases
the noise margins by lowering the logiclow voltage, since the output stage is
not ratioed.

Power consumption. In DCFL
GaAs, most of the power dissipation
comes from static currents. DCFL gates
take current continuously, with only a
small part used to charge and discharge
capacitors. We obtain a good powerdelay product in GaAs because transistors are faster and gate capacitances are
lower than in CMOS, and the reduced
delay makes up for the extra power.
To optimize the power-delay product, we design circuits with little redundancy, so that most of the circuit is
active at any time. For example,we pre
fer a pipelined ALU to two nonpipe-
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Figure 4. DCFl NOR gate (a);superbuffered NAND gate (b); squeeze buffer (c).
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tics, we added a feedback transistor,
creating a squeeze buffer (see Figure
4c). Squeeze buffers (developed by
a
Repeating section
Richard B. Brown of the University of
Michigan)
allow the use of a stronger
Out
pull-up transistor;the feedback transistor limits the output high voltage.
C
Completion detection takes place in
sequence with the calculations perd
formed by the data path and affects
(a)
performance directly. Generating the
completion signal efficiently is critical.
Figure 5. Multi-input C-element: transistor schematic (a);logical diagram (b).
To generate completion signals from the
data path, we use C-elements with a
lined ALUs in parallel because the en- counter, and the memory unit for exe- large number of inputs. They can be
ergy cost of the first is half that of the cution of load and store operations. built from smaller Celements connectsecond, virtually independent of usage. These circuits consist of combinatorial ed in a tree,4or, as in our microprocesIt is possible to build dynamic GaAs cells with no feedback loops,replicated sor, as a single logic gate (see Figure 5).9
circuits with very low power consump a number of times. Data path delay is Though we could implement a comt i ~ n .However,
~,~
the practical circuits determined primarily by carrychain, pletion tree with DCFL NOR gates, it
demonstrated so far have very low in- control signal,and bus delays8With no would be significantly slower and bigfeedback loops to amplify noise, noise ger than that of Figure 5a.
tegration levels.
problems are less severe.
Control logic. Control logic takes
We must optimize the data path for
GaAs technology mapping
Although mapping the microproces size and power. Most signals in the data care of the sequencing of actions in the
sor design into DCFL gates is tempting, path are local, with the exception of microprocessor. Compilation assigns
the specific requirements of asynchro- control lines and buses, and delays and each control signal a set of production
nous circuits make that choice imprac- power depend directly on the data rules of the form
tical. DCFL has low noise margins, and path’s physical dimensions. In this d e
G+ZT
the gates one can use in practice are re- sign, 70%of all power is spent in the data
H+zJ
duced to NOR gates with a relatively path, 15%in the register file, and 15%in
small number of inputs. Asynchronous the control logic (pad driver power is
where G and H are Boolean expresoperation requires monotone signal excluded from this computation).
To satisfysize and power constraints, sions in terms of the other signals. G
transitionsand is sensitive to noise and
charge sharing. Also, the compilation all data path gates are DCFL, except and H do not have to be complemenprocess sometimes generates complex NAND gates, buffers, and completion tary. In fact, most operators in the congates with a large number of inputs. detection circuits. DCFL gates are small trol are state holding; that is, G v Hdoes
Delay-insensitive decomposition of and power efficient. The data path con- not hold. There are different direct imthese gates into smaller gates is a deli- tains only the simple gates available in plementations of these production
rules. One, called source follower FET
DCFL.
cate task.
Figure 4b shows the implementation logic, is described in Tierno’s paper,
We need circuits that allow a direct
synthesis of complex gates up to a rea- of NAND gates5The superbuffer stage which presents a systematic way of
sonable size. To solve the problem of allows the output low voltage to be low generating any operator described by
large operators, we have investigated enough for other DCFL gates because production rules.g We applied this
several alternative logic configurations. the pull-down does not have to fight a method in the design of our first GaAs
We chose different solutions for the passive pull-up. Therefore, noise mar- microprocessor. However, it resulted
gins increase considerably,with a small in a circuit with a large power condata path and the control circuits.
sumption (4W) and modest perforpenalty in area and power.
We use superbuffers to buffer bus mance (70 MIPS).
Data path. The data path includes
For our second GaAs microprocesthree different units: the ALU, the PC and control signals.To improve perforunit for manipulations of the program mance and noise margin characteris- sor,we used a different approach. Each
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Figure 6. Dual-rail implementation of
control signals: transistor schematic (a);
logical diagram (b);production rules (c).

Figure 7. Example of a NOR-NOR P I A
implemented with source followers.
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Figure 8. Register cell.

.

signal has a dual-rail encoding, always off more effectively than the corre
generating both a positive and a nega- sponding DCFL structure (see Figure 7).
tive sense. An advantage of this ap- We pay a penalty in speed and power,
proach is that no inverters are necessary but min-termswith up to 10 inputs are r e
to generate the Boolean expressions for alizable. The internal signals in the NOR
the production rules. A drawback is that plane can switch rail to rail, giving much
combinational gates require extra cir- improved noise margins; the diodes act
cuitry to generate dual-rail outputs, as as levelshifters and help cut the input
do signals coming in from the data path. transistors.Also, the width ratio between
Figure 6 shows how a specific set of the pull-up and pull-down transistors in
production rules is implemented in the source follower is close to 1, and the
dual-rail. Note the feedback transistor subthreshold current of the pull-down
on the outputs of the individual NOR can better balance the pull-up.
gates. These transistors have the same
Register file. The register file has 16
function as the one on the squeeze
buffer, allowing the use of much registers, each 16 bits wide, and four
port.s-two for reading and two for writstronger pull-up transistors.
ing into the registers. Register 0 is hardProgrammable logic arrays. The wired to be always read as zero. Each
microprocessor uses PLAs to evaluate register bit has a total of 12 transistors,
condition codes for the branch in- four for the flip-flop and two extra for
structions and kill-propagate-generate each port (see Figure 8). All ports are
codes for the ALU. The microproces- dual-rail; that is, they generate data and
sor's power consumption is relatively inverted data. Between reads and writes,
high (2W), and the chips run hot the buses are precharged to a neutral
(around 100°C). At this temperature, state to reset the completion circuits and
subthreshold currents of the pull-down to prepare for the next transfer.
Read ports use a dual-ended sense
transistors may be strong enough to
overpower the pull-ups. NOR gates with amplifier (see Figure 9, next page). This
more than six inputs are impractical b e sense amp detects a small difference b e
cause the off current of six transistors is tween the true and false buses and driof the same order of magnitude as the ves them strongly in opposite directions,
on current of one transistor. Therefore, using transistorsT5, T4, and T1. To work
properly, the circuitry must select the
we cannot use static DCFL PLAs.
We implemented the NOR planes with register being read some time prior to
source followers, which can be turned applying the sense signal. To this effect,
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fast memoryso that the microprocessor
can run test programs at full speed. Of
30 bonded devices,29 were functional.
The chip’saccess time is 5 ns, and it dissipates 500 mW at 2.2V.
The second SRAM has 64 words of 4
bits. We designed it in collaboration
with H.P. HofsteeIO as an intermediate
step toward a larger memory to serve as
a cache for the microprocessor. All 30
Figure 9. Sense amplifier and precharge
bonded devices received were funccircuit for register file.
tional. The access time is 3 ns, including pad delays, and the chip dissipates
700 mW at 2.3V.
we derive the sense signal s/F from an
We designed the 64x4 memory after
OR of all select signals for the given port. we designed the first microprocessor,
When s / i is low, transistors T8, T3 and we incorporated several improve( 7 7 and T2) precharge buses F a n d & ments derived from our experience
to a value determined by the ratio b e with the earlier design. We also caretween T8 and T3 (T7 and T2).Transistor fully optimized the circuits for high
T6 further ensures the circuit’ssymme- speed and low power consumption.
try. The buses are buffered before go- The performance we obtained indiing into the data path, to isolate the cates that the improvements we envisense amplifier and to restore the logic sion for the next microprocessor
levels of the data signals.
generation should be attainable.
The write ports generate a completion signal indicating that the write is
Microprocessors. The first microdone or that the buses have been pre- processor design uses the circuits decharged.We assume that the write is fin- scribed by ti ern^.^ Our main concern
ished when all bits in the bus have valid was to get around parameter variation
data and one of the registers is selected. problems and noise margin consideraLikewise, the precharge is finished when tions. We overcame these problems,
all bits in the bus have been precharged but at the expense of power and perand no register is selected. To generate formance. At 70 MIPS, the microprothe completion signal,we use a 17-input cessor consumes 4W.
Celement,designed as in Figure 5.
The second microprocessor design
incorporated the new ideas and circuits
ResuIts
presented in this article. All of those
Using these techniques, we have de- circuits were fabricated and tested
signed several circuits and fabricated successfully.
and tested them on the HGaAs I1 and
We simulated the second design exHGaAs I11 processes offered by Vitesse tensively with Hspice. The expected
Semiconductors.Among them are two performance was about 200 MIPS with
small RAMS, a register file, and two a dissipation of 2W. Power and speed
microprocessors.
predictions, using the Hspice models,
have been very accurate so far. HowAsynchronous static memories. ever, the measured performance is only
We designed and fabricated two types 100 MIPS. The causes are still under inof static memories in GaAs. The first is a vestigation. We have found some evi16-wordx &bit,dual-ported memory. Its dence of fabrication problems and
purpose is to provide a small amount of underestimation of the parasitic ca48
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pacitances as extracted by the Magic
layout program.
Another factor affecting performance
is pad delay. So far, we have used ECL
levels on the outside of the chip, to enable it to interface to standard parts and
simplify prototyping. Pad delays are on
the order of 1 ns, mostly spent in level
conversion. The pad frame also uses a
considerable amount of power-close
to 2W under worst-case conditions for
the microprocessor. Matched pad drivers and receivers in a system composed exclusively of GaAs parts would
greatly reduce delay and power use.
This would certainly be a requirement
in the interface with cache memory.
IN
THE COURSE OF THIS PROJECT, we
designed several different GaAs circuits. To overcome the limitations of
GaAs, most of them had very strict requirements. We found no general solution to the problem of synthesizing
all logic circuits in a design as big as a
microprocessor. Instead, we developed specific solutions for implementing completion trees, control circuits,
PLAs, registers, and so on.
The first GaAs microprocessor,
though disappointing in performance,
gave us invaluable experience in verifying and testing GaAs circuits. Together
with the RAM designs, it helped us design a second microprocessorwith considerable performance improvements.
Porting the design of the original
CMOS microprocessor was almost as
easy as we expected.A few changes of
the original CMOS design were necessary because of the complexity of register cells in the first GaAs version. We
carried over these changes to the second microprocessor to speed up the redesign. Overall,the performance of the
new microprocessor is satisfactory. At
50 MIPS/W, it offers remarkable speed
for the power consumption.
In general, we are satisfied with our
solutions to the problem of designing
IEEE DESIGN & TEST OF COMPUTERS

asynchronous circuits in GaAs, although we were expecting better performance. The MESFET is far from an
ideal switch; as a result, gates with good
gain, noise, delay, and power characteristics are quite complicated.To make
those gates more reliable, we must pay
an overhead in delay and power, offsetting the raw performance gain of the
GaAs MESFET over the silicon MOSFET.
More importantly, integration levels
in GaAs are very limited compared to
CMOS. An important source of performance in digital circuits is parallelism,
which can more than make up for the
difference in raw speed. Reduced i n t e
gration levels greatly penalize circuits
that can make efficient use of parallelism, such as microprocessors with
wide data paths, or memories.
Of course,some problems are inherently sequential, such as serial communication channels. GaAs is an ideal
technology for a router for a highspeed
fiber optic network, or for a digital
signal-processing chip for microwave
circuits.Forsuch problems, we can apply the tools of asynchronous design
and carry over to GaAs all the advantages of asynchronous circuits.
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